
evidence in theScriptures to e±plain the meaning and 'background 'of the rebuke,

but in this case there is only a slight implied rebuke. Tt is not explained

and. the full detail is not given so that we can be at all sure. At least the

possiblity Mr. Sit mentions is great enough to make impossible any use of this

as an argu.ment for Christian Science in our day. That would' seem to me entirely

clear. On the other had. I think there are many Chrisitians who are giving

an absolutely undue confidence in ph sicians. Paul prayed the Lord three times

that his thorn in the flesh would be removed, and when he was given to udder

stand. that it was the Lord's will that he should bear it, he bore it. I think

there are many things that physicians cans heal if you find theright p)ian-j

and. I think there are at least as many that a physician knows nothing about today.

I blieve that the Lord wants us t0 have a balanced reasonable attitude of utilizing

that knowledge that is available today, but not of expecting that to be done

which medical science is incapable of doing1 Well, there are people who

just are going constantly always looking for i'edical help and almost any doctor

will tell you that there is absolutely nothing in the world hecan do for you;

I heard a doctor.say one when I was boy that somebody will come to me and

there is absolutely nothing I can do for them. Nature will heal them ifthey are

going to be healed; ther, is nothing I can do. If I tell himo he will decide

that I am not a good doctor and will go to somebody else so the sensible thing to

do is to give them a little, bit of colored water to drink and tell them it will

help them, and then when he gets well, he says I am a very good doctor and

recommends all his friends to' me. Well, I think the Lord wants us to have a sane1

reasonable attitude on these things to utilize what is available now, but to

recognize that all the knowledge we have already available to any specialist today

is -a 'fraction of that which would be needed to serve all the ills of the human

bodyse..ze. and to realize that the 'hn Lord is going to whether we

find, help from a physician or not that He ix wants us to look to Him as the

main source of help and to look to him for leadership and be s.tisfied with that
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